The new approach of relevant feature selection in machine learning is proposed for the case of ordered features. Feature selection and regularization of decision rule are combined in a single procedure. The selection of features is realized by introducing weight coefficients, characterizing degree of relevance of respective feature. A priori information about feature ordering is taken into account in the form of quadratic penalty or in the form of absolute value penalty on the difference of weight coefficients of neighboring features. Study of a penalty function in the form of absolute value shows computational complexity of such formulation. The effective method of solution is proposed. The brief survey of author's early papers, the mathematical frameworks, and experimental results are provided.
Introduction
The pattern recognition problem in the presence of a large amount of features (in comparing with training set size) known as the "curse of dimensionality". There are two standard approaches to tackle the case, namely, by a priori restrictions impositions (decision rule regularization) or dimensionality reduction by most informative features selection. The approach of joining these two techniques is proposed in the paper. The selection of informative features in pattern recognition problem in the case of their ordering is considered. Feature ordering is typical for tasks of signal and image learning. Only one-dimensional ordering is accented in this work. Indeed, most of techniques for feature selection consider feature vector as non-ordered set of numbers, moreover a lot of methods accept hypothesis that features are independent. However, there is exists a number of tasks where features are consecutive measurements along the axis of some argument, for example, observation of some signal along time axis, components of a spectrum, etc.
In previous articles the authors already proposed methods of decision rule regularization and methods of feature selection. In the early papers [1,2] the method of regularization which takes into account a priori information about feature interrelation was described. At the same time the research of modality combination in data mining was developed, and actually the effective technique for informative feature selection was suggested [3] [4] [5] . Taking into account a priori information about one-dimensional ordering of features directly for a selection method requires development of modified procedures. Such attempt was done in [6] where the model of feature interrelation was represented as quadratic penalty on difference between the informative weights of neighbor features. In this paper we will investigate the new penalty criterion in the form of the absolute value function.
It should be noted, that the method of potential functions is chosen as a theoretical background for suggested algorithms. The reason for such selection is high popularity of the method as the basis for support vector machine learning [7] .
The paper has the following structure -in the second section the idea of the support vector machine learning will be briefly reminded. In the third section the effective feature selection procedure regardless to their relationship will be described. The fourth section focuses on the idea of the learning regularization for the case of ordered features. The next three sections are devoted to algorithms of regularized order-based feature selection. Experimental results are presented in the eighth section.
SVM -The Basis for Modifications
We will develop methods of learning with respect to structural relations between features by insertion of additional penalties into existing well known criteria. The incorporated into the model coefficient of regularization will define the balance between "classical" approach and regularization based on a priory information.
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Here the non-negative parameter C and auxiliary variables j δ , 1,..., j N = , introduced for the case of linear non-separability of objects of two classes. Usually the task (1) is solved in the dual form: 
